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The meeting was called to order at 10.10 a.m.

AGENL.• ITEM 122: PERSONNEL QUESTIONS (A/42/636; A/C.5/42/7 and 14)

1. Mr. FLEISCHHAUE~ (Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, Legal Counsel) ,
introdu~ing the report of the Secretary-General on respect for the privilegps and
immunities of officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and
related organizations for the period 1 July 1986 to 30 June 1987 (A/C.5/42/14),
said that the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Executive Heads of
th- other organiz~tions had continuen to give priority to the reporting and
f ,How-up of cases of arrest and detention of officials. In addition, the
Secretary-General had interven~d personally at the highest levels of Governments in
regard to unresolved cases which had been reported before (some several years
before). The report of the Secretary-General was submitted on behalf of the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC), which was still concerne~ at the
~elatively high incidence of arrests and detentions of officials of international
organizations and the risks to which many locally recruited Rtaff members were
exposed in certain regions or countries. Paragraph 9 of the report showed that
123 cases of arrest or detention had been reported to the United Nations Security
Co-ordinator during the reporting period. In the great majority of thoae cases,
problems relating to the privileges of the officials concerned had been clarified
fairly swiftly, but 13 cases, affecting 12 locally recruited UNRWA staff and
1 UNIFIL local contractor, were still "nresolved. The legal implications of those
cases apart, the Secretary-General w, reqUired to consider the administrative
implications deriving from the contractual status of those officials.

2. In paragraphs 9 to 14 of the report, the Secretary-General provided
information on cases of arrest and detention during the reporting period and
developments in previously reported cases. In paragraph 15 he referred to the case
of Mr. Liviu Bota, which had been reported to the General Assembly in 1986.
Despite many approaches by the Secretary-General to ,.~ Romanian authorities no
satisfactory solution had yet been found, and contacts with the authorities were
continuing. Paragraph 16 of the report indicated that restrictions still applied
to official Lravel by a number of UNRWA staff on the West Bank. and in the Gaza
Strip, and that in the united States private travel by officials of certain
nationalities required prior notification and approval. The Secretary-General
regretted that arrangements for the issue of seasonal permits to certain
recreational areas had been rescinded by the host country.

3. An ad hoc inter-agency meeting on security matters had been held in July 1987
to consider existing security arrangements, recommend revisions to the United
Nations Security Handbook., discuss improvements in communications systems, and
recomldend measures to enhance inter-agency co-operation in cases of unlawL 1 arrest
and detention. Those measures had recently been approved by ACe.

4. Mr. ANNAN (Assistant Secretary-General for Human Resources Management) said
that his new functions were espe~'~lly challenging because he was required to look
after the Organizat:ion's most valuable asset, its human resources, during a period
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of major reappraisat of the role and function of the Secretb:iat. The crucial
question was how to strengthen the Orqanization and enable it both to set the tight
targets and to find the most efficient means of attaining them. He welcomed the
co-operation he had received from all parties concerned: delegations, programme
managers, staff representatives and the staff at large, and paid particular tribute
to the staff of the Office of Human Resourc~9 Management.

5. In the long term, the programme of reforms mandated by the General Assembly
would assuredly result in a leaner, better administered, healthi~r Secretariat, in
the short term, it meant a painful proces~ of reorganization and retrenchment,
aggravated by fil1ancial difficulties, which naturally led to feelings of anxiety
and i1lsecurity among the staff and a decline in morale which waS becoming
perva~ive. One of the essential tasks of the Office of Human Resources Management
WdS to eaSe the tensions inherent in the situation through sensible, organized
~anagement of the change with an eye to the psychological as well as structural
aupects of the proc~ss. As the Secretary-General had indicated, the staff had been
active in looking for the best means of implementing the reforms, and their
participation could help to alleviate their entirely understandable fears and
anxieties.

6. The programme of reforms should not be regarded as a simple cost-cutting
exercise, for it migt,t well require substantial investment in training and
retraining staff, systematically introducing new technologies and office
automation, offering competitive salaries and working conditions, and helping staff
to cope with problems in the work place. The Secretariat would make specific
proposals in the revised estimates to be submitted in 1988 and the proposed
programme budget for 1990-1991. That was the price that must be paid if the
organization was to attract, train and retain the efficient and highly motivated
staff it needed to carry out the new, challenging tasks that awaited it when it
emerged from the current crisis. The international staff of the Secretariat must
be mobile, versatile and willing to serve in a variety of duty stations around the
world.

7. It was not soough to look for clarity in management a~a organization,
relationships, ~ttitudes and or~anizational psychology must also be changed. That
could not be done by fiat. It would require a fundam~ntal change in the rules
governing relations between the various substantive, technical and regional
management groups in order to establish voluntary collaboration and correct
unsatisfactory practices which had become entrenched over time. The Secretariat
should not interfere in the legislative process, and delegations should refrain
from interfering in the details of secretariat managelJent. The staff associations
should respect the prerogatives of managers and not seek to co-manage. Conversely,
managers should respect the independence of staff associations and consult them in
good faith befo:e taking important deci6~ons which would affect the welfare of
staff. The change would be a long undertaking, and the Office of Human Resources
Management was ready to help to make it a reality. It had, indeed, taken a number
of specific steps to that end.
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8. A comprehensive plan had been drawn up for addressing the problems created by
the uneven distribution of vacant posts following the recruitment freeze and to
pave the way for a coherent career development scheme covering the entire
Secretariat. Its immediate purpose was to make best use of staff in the light of
the severe economy measures which the Secretary-General had been forced to
introduce, while taking care to disrupt progranmes requested by the General
Assembly as little as possible. The coming cuts would make it more necessary than
ever to do away with certain static career patt~rns which tended to stunt
creativity and initiative. The immediate conseq'lence of the greater variety of
tasks staff members would have to tackle would be a need for intensive
career-related training. Then, it was imperative to establish the best possible
working conditions and, in particular, to enhance career opportu"itiea. The
Secretariat was currently developing ways to relate promotions to the career
development plan.

9. It was also giving urgent consideration to the task of implementing the
recommendations of the Group of 18 on a wide range of personnel issues. While
proceeding, in co-operation with the Office of Financial Services, to strengthen
control over the administration of entitlements, the Office of Human Resources
Management was also broadening its focus to include all areas relatin~ to human
resources, a task that was all the more necessary because financial and human
resources were in short supply and because of the crying need for udministrative
reform.

10. He paid tribute to the substantial contribution made by the Co-ordinator for
the Improvement of the Status of Women and said that he was endeavouring to
translate her various recommendations into concrete measures. In that connection,
the Office of Human ResourceS Management had submitted new guidelines to the
appointMent and promotion bodies, which recast the s~niority criteria for women and
constituted an innovative step towards the promotion of women.

11. The detention without charge of members of the United Nations staff or without
the Secretary-General being given details of their cases continued to be of central
'~oncern to the Secretary-General and a cause of concern to all. The
Secretary-General must bear in mind not only the plight of those staff members but
also the need to ensure that the organization continued to be in a position to
discharge its responsibilities without fearng for the safety and even the lives of
any of its officials. The Secretary-General was cOl1'.iuitted to continuing his
efforts to find a solution to the problem and, as security co-ordinator, he himself
(Mr. Annan) was closely ass0ciated with those efforts on a day-to-day basis.

12. Turning to the report on the composition of the Secretariat (A/42/636), he
said that the main purpose of the report was to present the Assembly w1th an
a~~urate picture of the distribution of staff in the Secretariat. In conformity
with the Assembly's expressed concecn, special attention had been paid to the
oistribution by nationality and gender of staff in geographic posts a"d to the
composition of the senior levels. Unlike previous reports, it did not contain a
further review of recruitment activities, as such activities had been suspended
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since March 1986. The few appointments which had been made since then had been
designed to alleviate the situation of some departments and offices. AS to the
report on the system of desirable ranges for the geographical distribution of staff
in the Professional category and above (A/C.5/42/7), the system, which had been
developed and refined over the past 40 years, followed the general guidelines which
the General Assembly had given the Secretary-General with regard to the appointment
of staff under Article 101 of the Charter. The system was of particular relevance
to Article 101 (3), which stated that due regard shuuld be paid to the importance
of recruiting on as wide a geographical basis as possible. He expressed the hope
that the discussion of the item would lead to consensus dO that the
Secretary-General would have clear guidelines to follow in future years.

13. Mr. MURIN (Czechoslovakia), speaking on behalf of the States of the Eastern
European Group and Mongolia, said that the Charter requirement concerning
recruitment on as wide a geographical base as possible of persons of the highest
standards of competence and integrity should remain the core of the United Nations
personnel policy. It was hard to find any period, during the OIganization's more
than 40 years, when those Charter principles had been fully implemented. It was
particularly true of the principle of equitable geographical distribution. That
was all the more disturbing since the situation had deteriorated further in recent
years. The united Nations and all its organs, including the Secretariat, must
truly reflect the rapidly changing nature of the present world and its growing
interdependence.

14. It was clear from the reports of the Secretary-General on the composition of
the Secretariat (A/42/636) and on the system of desirable ranges for the
geographical distribution of staff (A/C. 5/42/7) that with the new base figure of
2,700 posts subject to geographical distribution and bearing in mind the suspension
of recruitment as from 21 March 1986, the overall number of Member States within
the desirable range had gone down from 94 to 90. The number of States of the
Eastern European Group within the range had increased from 6 to 8 but that was due
mainly to the new base figure. In real terms, their representation had gone down.
It could be argu~ that the financial crisis was not a proper environment for
maintaining a busines8-as-~sual approach to the rest of personnel policip'. It was
therefore hard to comprehend why four nationals (8 per cent of exceptionb, had b~en

recruited from over-represented countries during the recruitment free~e while
nationals from underrepresented countries had not been replaced. It was even
harder to COlllprehend the financial and anagedal reasons for liftlng, at a time of
financial crisis, the suspension of the special post allowances and for the
continued refusal to extend the freeze to promotions and the granting of permanent
contracts. The members of the E~stern European Group and Mongolia were formally
requesting the Secretariat to submit to the Committee a cost-benefit analysis on
the lifting of the spec tal post allowances suspension and information regarding the
potential savings to be effected by freezing promotions and the granting of
~ermanent contracts and the potential cost involved in replacing nationals from
countries using primarily fixed-term contracts.
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15. In their view, the principles agreed upon and approved by the General Assembly
over the years for the recruitment and distribution of staff should be strictly
adhered to, irre£.Jective of any recruitment freeze. Strict implementation of the
principle of equitable geographical distribution must remain the guiding principle
of any rationalization mellsure, inclnding the post reduction recommended by the
Group of 18. In order to maintain the geographical balance it should be possible,
notwithstanding the recruitment freeze, to replace staff members on fixed-term
contracts from Member States whose nationals served primarily on such contracts.
Measures should be taken without delay to prevent an increase in the number of
unrepresented or under represented States. That could be done by elaborating
special procedures to permit, notwithstanding the freeze, recruitment of qualified
candidates fram such Member States. In the redeployment and promotion system
priority should be given to nationals from under represented countries; nationals
from over-represented States should not be recruited, awarded permanent contracts
or, as a rUl~, promoted during the freeze. The legitimate rights of Member States
to second their nationals on fixed-term basis should be respected. The
Secretary-General should extend the practice of consulting with regional groups on
personnel matters. In addition, the present system of rotation of personnel so as
to ensure equitable geographical distribution should be continued, particularly
with respect to high-level posts. In that connection, the members of the Eastern
European Group and Mongolia stressed the need to ensure that the socialist
cou~tries were represented among the executive heads of the specialized agencies.
They stressed, once again, that the temporary suspension of external recruitment
resulted in discrimination against them and must be lifted without delay.

AGENDA ITEM 115: PROPOSED PROGRAMME BUDGET FOR THE BIENNIUM 1988-1989 (continued)

AGENDA ITEM 116: PROGRAMME PLANNING (continued)

AGENDA ITEM 41: REVIEW OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL
FUNCTIONING OF THE UNITED NATIONS: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued)

AGENDA ITEM 43: CURRENT FINANCIAL CRISIS OF THE UNITED NATIONS (continued)
(A/42/3, A/42/6 and Corr.l and Corr.2 (French only) , A/42/7 and Add.2, A/42/l6
(?art I) and Add.l and A/42/16 (Part 11) and Corr.l (French only), A/42/214,
A/42/225 and Add.l, A/42/234 and Corr.l, A/42/?83, A/42/512, A/42/532 and A/42/640;
A/C.5/42/2/Rev.l)

16. Mr. VAHER (Canada) said that as the financial crisis of the United Nations
continued, the situation of the Organization was becoming increasingly precarious.
In fact, the financial situation of the United Nations had deteriorated
dramatically, as the timing and amount of payments to the regular budget had become
unpredictable for the third year in a row. At the end of September, outstanding
contributions totalled $522 million, almost 100 countries were in arrears and the
largest contributor owed some $353 million. It followed that the General Assembly
and the Secretariat had been forced to devote a great deal of time and energy to
ensuring that the organization could survive for another 12 months. There had been
steady progress in the implementation of resolution 41/213, but reform had raised a
number of important practical issues which were complex and, to a certain degree,
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political. Furthermore, the continuation of the recruitment freeze into 1987 and
the implementation of other economy measures in 1986 and 1987 had enabled the
Organization to remain 9~lvent for the current year, but at a considerable price.
The delivery of certain programmes was threatened and the distortions in staffing
patterns and staff remuneration were hardening and seemed to be taking on an air of
permanence. Paradoxically, as the Secretary-General himself had said, at a time
When the role of the United Nations was becoming even more vital and recognized as
such in a wide range of fieldS, the financial situation was far from satisfactory.
Moreover, the proposed programme budget before the Fifth Committee was only
"transitional" in nature. Although programme managers had received their
instructions prior t~ the adoption of resolution 41/213 - which explained the lack
of precision in thp pr~~osed programme bUdget - his delegation agreed with the
AdVisory Committee that the budget proposal was an indispensable first step for the
development of a proper programme budget for the biennium 1988-1989.

17. With proposed expenditures some $30 million below the $1.71 billion
appropriated for the current biennium, it was the first time that at that stage in
the consideration of the budget, the Fifth Committee was Witnessing a decline in
expenditures from one biennium to the next. However, despite the significant
reduction pr')posed by the Secretary-General, the final level of the budget remained
uncertain. The Committee must still consider the Advisory Committee's proposals to
reduce that amount by $51.4 million, and possible increases stemming from
recommendations in the reports of the International Civil service Commission and
the United Nations Staff Pension Board. A decision must also be taken on the
establishment of a contingency fund to accommodate resolutions with financial
implications which the General Assembly might adopt in the course of its
forty-second session, and the total budget would have to be recalculated in
December in order to take into account recent fluctuations in exchange rates. In
the absence of an agreement by the Committee for Programme and Coo-ordination (CPC)
on an overall level of resources for 1988-1989, the final budget figure would not
be available until the end of the current session.

18. It was encouraging that the Secretary-General had been able to reflect the
implementation of resolution 41/213 in his programme budget proposal, for example,
by inclUding for the firsc time, estimates of expenditures for certain political
activities of a perennial character and conference-servicing costs.

19. His delegation concurred with the Advisory Committee's recommendations for
redu~tions in consultant services and official travel, in the unobligated balance
of appropriations and the balance of unliquidated Obligations, and in certain other
expenditures. It did, however, reserve its position on the recommendation to
increase turnover rates by another 2.5 per cent for both Professional and General
Service categories. It'was, howeve:, disturbing that the majority of economies had
come from the recruitment freeze and other staff-related measures, measures which
had introduced a number of distortions. Therefore, his delegation was prepared to
endorse the Advisor.y Committee's proposal to save $31.7 million by increasing the
rate of staff turnover only if the Secretary-General could give some assurance that
that measure would not affect programme delivery and would not prevent him from
hiring and retaining top-quality personnel for the United Nations.
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20. Referring to the programmatic aspects of the proposed programme budget, he
said that the Secrelary-General had correctly interpreted the concerns of Member
St&tes in focusing priorities for the bi"!lnnium on the advancement of women "nd
African economic recovery and development.

:1. With respect to the broader issues associated with the reform of th6 United
Nations, the way in which the secretary-General had implemented resolution 41/21)
was commendable. The ~~retftry-General's report on that &ubject and the updates he
had lIlready issued were extremely lIseful.

22. Canada was pleased with the restructurJ,ng already undertaken in the pol.l.tical
se~tor, the important steps taken in the economic ~nd social s~ctors and the
proposed reatructurinq oC the Department of Public Information. It w~s pleased at
the appointment of t.\ree wompn Under-Secretaries-General and w~th the number of
women appointed to management positionp.

2]. His delegation welcomed the analysis and contents of the reports of the
Secretary-G~nf"ral and che Advisory Comm:l.ttet" on the inclusion of a contingency fund
in the programme budCJet tor the biennium 1988-1989. The amount in the fund could
repres~nt 0.75 per cent of the regular budget, as the Gecretary-General had
propo&ed, or even 1 per cent. !n any case, whatever decision would be taken for
the biennlum 1988-1989 on the scope and operation of the fund should not pre~udi(~

the final decision Which would be taken for 1990 and beyond.

24. The overall level of resources should be established at the earliest stages of
the budget plan'dng cyr-le. As a result of resolution 41/213, the Secur ity Council
would launch preparations for the biennium 1990-1991 by subreitting a programme
budget outline in April 1988. T' e Committee for Programme ~nd Co-ordin~tion (CPC)
would then examine the outline and determine the level of financial resources
reqUired, and at that point, Member States should come to an agreement on a figure
expressed in real terms. The budget ceiling for the 1988-1989 biennium should be
blSsed 0'1 the Secretary-General's ploposals and the ACABQ recQll\ll\endations.

25. His delegation recognizftd the difficulties which the Committee for programme
and C~ordination had encountered and was generally satisfied with the m4nner in
which it had worked, while at the same time hoping that it would in future be able
to agree on more issues related to th"" priorities, orientdtion, plannii1g and
co-ordination of programmes.

26. With regard to the medium-term plan, the proposed roll-over of the current
plan for an additional two y&ars appeared the best solution 80 as to enable the
Secretary-General to carlY out a lengthy sequence of consultations prior to
prepa~atlon of the next plan. It was extre~ly important that Member States should
have all opportunity at all levelS to discuss, and ultimately set, priorities and to
establlsh direction i~ the United Nations system as a whele. Moreover, such a
roll-over would pr0vide the Secretary-General with an opportunity to produce the
necessary fle~ible and comprehensive outline of di~ections and priorities for the
1990s.
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27. L~Btly, his delegation fully shared the con~ern of the Secretary-General and
s~veral other delegations regaLding the severity of thp fi~ancial crisia. Actions
which denied the Organizat\on its assesseo cortributions were contrary to the
Charter and penalizf'J thosl:! M...mber !;tates which paid their cClltributiolll" on time.
Hj , dele,jat ion could not accept any 11 nkage between the .implementr:tion of
v 101ution 41/213 and the pdy'ment of allsessed cont.ibutione, lln,~ it regarded the

l[-::'i,cations of such a J.inkdge as Clamlll'ling ..0 the reform process. Accordingly, it
'<lc.i.comed the recent. announcemt<nt by the Soviot Unjun that it woul.:! pay all itb
arrears to the (',"ited Nations regular bUd':loat and to peace-keeping activities. It
also saluted tt <. d€:(.;lt"ion by Japan, WhlCh "'llfl not in ane~rs, to make an emerqency
special contributior of $20 million. It was encoura~ing to not.e the willingre&s of
Member states to diycuss nf'W optioJ,!" and alternatives which had been cono1.dered
inappropriate as little as six months earlier ij1 order to solve the Organization's
financial er isis. Thea:isis threatened to become on~ of unprecedented Btwerity
,,",emallding an active and immediate reponse, since, if the current pattern of
contributions continued, the United Nations would fale . 'olvenc~ by August 1988.

2e. Hr. M'JHIUDDIN (Bang ladesh) expresbed the hope that the resolve that Member
States had demonstrated in reacMng a consensus Oil res')lution 41/213, which called
for far·-reaching a(1ministrative and F.inancial reforms, would provide the necessary
impetus to allow the Organization to emerge from its current state or uncert~inty.

That transition could not take place unless the Or~~nizetion was allowed to regain
financial solvency. In that connection, his delp..C:latioll ahared the concern of the
Secretary-General, who t, u been (-laced in a very difficult pos~.tion.

29. At its twenty-sell"nth session, the Committee for Programme 'md Co-ordina.tion
had made appreciable pLogress in its review of the propooe~ programme budget for
the biennium 1988-1989 and in other areas, but its deliherations on the contingency
fund and the overall level of the budget had not been very productiv'!. However, it
was encourllg1ng to note that the participating delvgations had consl.dered that the
wealth of technical data emanating from the deliberations would ~erve as a useful
input to the work of the Fifth Committee. His delegation was committed to
continuing to make its modebt contribution to the proce~s of reform currently under
way. The time ha~ come for Member States to demonstrate statesmanship and to allow
th~ implementation of resoi'llion 41/213 to proceed smoothly. Membel' States must
continue to encourage and support the laudable endeavours of the Secretary-General.

30. Since the bUdget for the biemdum 1988-1989 was a transitional one, it sl10uld
represent a jUdicious b3l~nce between th~ elements of conti~uit.y and those of
change. With regard to continuity, he cited two aspects. Fitst, it was heartening
that the volume of outputs had not been scaled down in ptoportion to the renource
reductions in each programme. It was important, however, that there phould be no
departure from full implementation of the programme of activitiesl any adverse
effect on programmea brought about by the reform measures shoutd be brought to the
notic~ uf Member States so that they could give the Secretary-General guidance.
The second element concerned the rules and regulations regarding priority-setting,
scrupulous adherence to which took on renewe~ significance in the context of
resolution 41/213. In that. connection, his delegation agreed with the Nordic
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delegations that the modification in the budgetary process envisaged in the
re.olut~on was aimed at a more focused discuR£ion of priorities rather than an
exercise in reducing estimates. To facilitate such a discussion of priorities, the
Committee [or Programme and C?-ordination had made an important recommendation to
the Secretary-General in paragraph 37 of its report (A/42/16 (Part I». In
paragraph 35 of the eame report, CPC had recORmlended that efforts should be mAde to
reduce the share of executive direction and management as well as support costs of
the prograllllle budget sO that maximum resources would become available for
substantivQ ac~ivities.

31. With regard to the elements of change in the proposed programme budget, he
said that the budget propoaed ~~ the Secretary-General showed a negative real
growth of 1.5 per cent as compared to the revised appropriations for the current
biennium. That negative growth should be regarded as an exception deriving from
the special circumstances brought about by resolution 41/213. Since the
Organization was dynamic by nature its bUdget should reflect that dynamibm in terms
of positive ~rowth and that trend should resume under normal conditions. Secondly,
since sta!f costs represented 75 to 80 per cent of the budget, implementation of
recommendation 15 of the Group of 18 would ine"itably add to the uncertainty
regarding the overall level of resources. Wi~~ regard to the 15 ~er cent post
reduction called for in resolution 41/213, his delegation shared the concern
expresse'~ by CPC at the use of the recruitment freeze to achieve that target. Such
a measure could have undesirable consequences for the distribution of expertise
among programmes and for the efforts to recruit staff on as wide a geographical
basie as possible. While accepting the Advisory Committee's recommendation for an
upward adjustment of 2.5 per cent in the turno"er reduction for both ProfQssional
and General Service posta, his delegation considered that the matter should be kept
under review by the Advisory Committee and the Fifth Commi,tee on the basis of
information to he provi.ded by the Secretary-General.

32. Tb. third element of change was the contingency fund to cover supplemontary
expQnditures. In the light of the relevant reports of CPC and the Advisory
Cor-mittee, his delegation felt that, for a comprehensive treatment of alJ aspects
of the matter, further subetantive deliberations were required. It would be
flexiblo, however, with regard to the possibility of utilizing the contingency fund
on an experimental basis during the bienni~ 1988-1989.

33. Lastly, with regard to the overall l~~el of the hudget, it was desirable to
ensur~ a certain amount of ~T.edictahility in the rcsuurce requirements so that
there could be an orderly vlanning of the programme of activities. The bUdgetary
process envisaged in resolution 41/213 provided for a structured approach in that
respect. However, bearing in mind tHe transitional nature of the bUdget, his
d~legation shared the view of the Advisory Committee that it would not be
appropriate, at that point, to decide what the overall level of the budget for
1988-1989 should be.

The meeting rose at 11.40 a.m.


